Influence of a shared memory

The logic of pointing out the influence of memory:
• The informant's self account
• The researcher's interpretation

Discerning the recalling process, the involvement of other particular person in the process of memory formation as occurred in shared memory has a role to make the memory become impressive and meaningful to the informants.

Sharing memory gives the informants several chances to get tied to the memories as well as to the object or place related to the memory.

The finding and the implication of the findings of the study to the sustainability of old traditional house

• Among the inhabitants' individual memories there are shared memories in which a process of sharing the same memory from other person to the inhabitant exists.

• The shared memory leads to the cultivation of the feeling of attachment of the resident and can stimulate their awareness to the object or place associated with the memory.

• Re-making the house surrounding's greenery and preserving the old parts of houses are the most inhabitants' awareness to achieve the sustainability of their old living environment.